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Tech Specs /

Product Name: Symmetry Series

Device Compatibility: Galaxy S21 5G

Unit Dimensions: 6.22 x 3.07 x 0.65-in | 15.79 x 7.81 x 1.65-cm

Unit Weight: 0.09 lbs | 41.50 g

Languages: EN/FR/DE/ES/IT/PT/JA/KO/ZH/ZHT 

Master Carton Quantity: 24

Master Carton Weight: 4.36 lb | 1993.00 g

Master Carton 
Dimensions: 

13.31 x 7.00 x 8.75-in | 33.81 x 17.78 x 22.23-cm

Retail Carton 
Dimensions:

7.75 x 4.25 x 0.80-in | 19.68 x 10.79 x 2.03-cm

with Antimicrobial Technology 

Slim Protection with Swappable PopTop Styles /

pairing with PopGrip by PopSockets
to choose between a protective case and an expressive one. Otter + Pop 
Symmetry Series is the slim and protective case integrated with PopSockets PopGrip

buttons, features and functions work flawlessly. The PopGrip presses flat to slip easily 
into tight pockets and works seamlessly with Qi wireless charging. Otter + Pop 
Symmetry Series case is easy to remove and install. And, the PopTop switches out to 
change up your look over and over. Otter + Pop Symmetry Series is your slim, 
expressive, customizable, protective case.

Features /
DROP+ | 3X as many drops as military standard (MIL-STD-810G 516.6)
Lasting antimicrobial technology helps protect case exterior against many common bacteria
Made with more than 50%  recycled plastic
Qi Wireless Charging Compatible (may need to remove PopTop)
PopGrip is integrated into the case
PopGrip lays flush with case to slide smoothly in and out of pockets
Swap out PopTop designs for quick style changes to match every moment 
Built-in PopGrip helps you text one-handed, snap better pics and watch videos hands-free
PopGrip configures into a stand for hands-free viewing
Durable protection shields against drops, bumps and fumbles
Raised edges protect camera and screen
One-piece case pops on and off your phone in a flash
Hassle-free customer service

It does not protect you or the screen


